Have Fun. Learn. Build Relationships.

NEBO GAME -- A REVOLUTIONARY, NEVER
NEVER-BEFORE TRIVIA GAME.. A GAME SO UNIQUE, NO
ONE HAS EVER PLAYED ANYTHING LIKE IT -- AT LEAST NOT ON THIS PLANET.
PLANET
NEBO GAMES: Entertainment Guaranteed!

ADVERTISERS MAXIMIZE YOUR ROI

GAME EDITIONS
Pet Lovers
Senior Citizens
Couples, Pairs,
Dating, and
Marriage
Sports Enthusiasts
College
High School
Kindergarten
through Second
Grade

Play it your way. Whether you enjoy being
challenged or just like to play for thrills or for
camaraderie, our unique suite of games adapt to
your preference
preference, style, and personality.
Nebo Game’s
’s GamIverse (Game Universe) includes
seven different
erent categories catering to players with
different interests.

If you like feeling challenged and stimulated, we
have developed a revolutionary game board that
can step-up
up the difficulty level from Level 1 to
Level 6. While all new games include a Level 1
board, the challenge
llenge meter can be upgraded to Level 6, where the winning
strategy isn’tt as obvious as perceived.

Top
op Four Reasons Why Nebo Games are Changing the Way Games
are Played

Calling potential advertisers. Reach
as many as 18 million -- yes, 18
million -- individuals for as little as
$400. Click here to find out more
about this unique opportunity.

DEDICATIONS/MEMORIALS/ENCOU
RAGEMENT/CONGRATULATIONS
How gratifying would it be for your
loved one -- grandchild, family, or
friend -- to see your words on a
Nebo Trivia Card.
We are offering you this unique
opportunity to immortalize your
dedications, memorials,
encouragements,
encouragement congratulations,
proposals,
proposal or any message of your
choice. Your words will appear on
the premier editions of Nebo Games
and willll be read by millions of
players. Click here for details.

1. Alien experience. An innovative
innovative, patent-pending game board that
adjusts to your play mood.
2. Players rejoice. Trivia questions
uestions that will stimulate, entertain, and
challenge.
3. Play, connect, enjoy! Each game contains fifty open
open-ended
questions that
hat provide insights about other players.
4. Gamers rule! Play on the board, play on cards -- your choice. Furthermore, adjust
djust the game
interval to suit your preference -- make it last fifteen minutes or fifteen days. On the go? If need
be, the game can be won within as little as ten minutes.
Click Here to Learn More about Our Games
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